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Abstract

This thesis is a study of the possibility and boundaries of narrating contemporary

China, a country in which nationalism is one of the dominant ideologies. It revolves

around the dichotomy—the hypervisibility and invisibility of nationalism—which

normalizes the omnipresence of nationalist sentiments in the everyday Chinese

experience. The thesis first offers a general discussion about the discourse of

contemporary Chinese nationalism. Then, it closely examines two case studies, the

Chinese vlogger Li Ziqi whose videos have gained global popularity, and Chinese

author Fangfang whose online diary documenting Wuhan’s COVID-19 outbreak

received challenged reception on Chinese social media. The two seemingly apolitical

projects eventually raised nationalist sentiments of Chinese Internet users, who

praised Li Ziqi for promoting traditional Chinese culture to the world and attacked

Fangfang for undermining global views of China during the pandemic. The two media

representations generate two different national identities of the present-day China: an

anti-modern, neo-traditional civilization and a modern, impeccable global leader. I

conclude with the argument that the contradictory opinions on modernity in Chinese

national identity construction is a confusion generated in modernization. They are

essentially the legacy of the confrontation between historical Sino-centrism and

western modernity.
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1. A General Discussion of Chinese Nationalism

1.1 The Banality of Nationalism

Growing up as a “post-90s generation (jiuling hou)” in China, I find that

patriotism is not only an important part in the educational system but a daily practice.

Five-star flags fly everywhere in this country; Words like “Love the nation (aiguo)”

“Love the Party (aidang)” “Love Socialism (ai shehuizhuyi)” frequent propaganda

posters hanging on street walls; Moving stories about our pioneers sacrificing

themselves to build a new China scatter in Chinese textbooks from the first grade to

the ninth grade. When “loving the nation” is internalized as a basic value and standard,

it then fades into a dichotomy of hypervisibility and invisibility. By hypervisibility, I

mean its presence is so obvious and ubiquitous in Chinese society that it is impossible

to deny the fact that Chinese people is truly a nationalist people. However, on the

same note, because of its omnipresence, nationalism blends well into people’s lives. If

the only political training that a Chinese receives is the “patriotic education” provided

by the state, which is the case for most Chinese people, then the legitimacy of

nationalism is beyond questionable. The fact that anything can be associated with the

love (or hate) for the country is thus normalized.

So when Li Ziqi, a Chinese vlogger whose videos are of traditional Chinese style,

went viral on the Internet, people began to talk about how well she had inherited and

promoted traditional Chinese culture. About her subsequent global popularity, people
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praised that she was the ambassador of Chinese culture, who introduced

“Chineseness” to the rest of the world. Another example is that when it comes to

Chinese writer Fangfang and her Wuhan Diary, a series of Weibo posts documenting

Wuhan’s COVID-19 lockdown, later translated into foreign languages and published

in the West, many people are angry about how she undermined China’s fight against

the COVID-19 pandemic in her diary as well as her “complicity” with western powers.

In general, the everyday Chinese experience can never get away with the framework

of nation-state and nationalism.

The normalization of nationalism is not unique to China. Michael Billig

introduces the concept of “banal nationalism” to describe the routine flagging of

nation-state presence in Western countries in his 1995 book Banal Nationalism. These

countries usually do not associate themselves with nationalism because the word is

largely used on newly emerged states or extreme right-wing politics, which demand

extraordinary emotions for mass mobilization. This leaves the idea of nationalism at

the periphery and makes it exotic, something that the established nations project

themselves against. However, the impact of nationalism cannot be overlooked in the

western nation-states. In times of transnational crisis, such as war, nationalism irrupts

and will eventually die down. Other nationalist moments include the rise of the

national flag and the play of the national anthem. But these mundane “ideological

habits” do not directly “create nation-state as nation-states”; Rather, they reproduce

and reinforce established nations, hence the introduction of the term “banal
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nationalism”(Billig 6). The term emphasizes the unnoticed, unconscious side of these

nationalist practices, which by no means undermines the importance of nationhood in

constructing political discourses or producing cultural products and media platforms.

The banality of nationalism also indicates that nationalism as a wider ideology

has permeated the corners of people’s consciousness. It affects how people think, act,

communicate, and produce (Billig 12). For example, even those who firmly believe in

the era of globalization and the potential end of nations are deeply embedded in

nationalist assumptions themselves. Another example would be some theories of

national identities and post-modernity assume that nation-states are declining, but

what then dominates the world will still be cultures and ideologies from powerful

nations who are competing for global hegemony.

In Billig’s framework, the theory of banal nationalism only applies to western

nations, in which nationalism is not constructed as a mainstream ideology. For China,

a nation that was founded only seven decades ago, nationalism is one of the most

important social constructs and elements in educational system. But what is unique to

Chinese nationalism is that it constantly balances between hypervisibility and

invisibility. Its domination in Chinese society translates well into obscurity, symbiotic

with other governing ideologies, such as socialism with Chinese characters, the

party-state system, and Confucian doctrine.
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Thus, the legitimacy of nationalism is seldom questioned in the ordinary Chinese

experience. China is first imagined as a monolithic entity, whose rights and interests

should be supported and guarded by its citizenry. Any event or incident, no matter if it

is an internal or transnational affair, China’s image and interests are always the

priority. On personal level, patriotism is one of the most important moral codes. If a

person is believed to disrespect his or her country, then people will challenge his or

her moral authority.

As for what is the criteria for loving or betraying one’s country, it is subjected to

the current social and political atmosphere. What would be considered as progressive

and conducive to the nation in certain time period could be utterly

counterrevolutionary and horrendous in another. This also indicates that nationalism

in China is a fluid notion, especially in popular culture. But when did nationalism

come into being in the Chinese context? How did nationalism evolve into its current

form to serve the state’s agenda? What are the historical implications of Chinese

nationalism? In the next section, I am going to introduce a productive framework for

studying Chinese nationalism by contemporary Chinese historian Xu Jilin.

1.2 Family, Nation, and Tianxia

Xu Jilin introduces the evolution of Chinese world vision throughout history in

his 2017 book Family, Nation, and Tianxia: Individual, National, and World Identity
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in Modern China (jiaguotianxia: xiandai zhongguode geren guojia yushijie rentong).

According to Xu, the traditional Chinese world vision consists of four dimensions:

individual, family, guo, which usually translated as nation, and tianxia (literally

meaning “all under heaven”). Tianxia is both a geopolitical and cultural concept. On

the one hand, it refers to the imagination of the physical world centered on Zhongyuan,

the Central Plain where Chinese civilization was formed. On the other hand, it

represents an ideal, transcending ethical system that regulates family and politics.

Unlike the modern individual which has agency and critical thinking, the

individual in ancient times was embedded in hierarchical structures. The continuity of

family, nation, and tianxia first manifested in rites and music system that originated

from the Western Zhou. The Zhou feudal system, a hierarchy from Son of Heaven to

commoners, was based on bloodline, in which active roles in the polity were also

families to each other. Although the feudal system had collapsed by the time of The

Spring and Autumn period, the political unity of family and nation were passed down

and further developed. “Three cardinal guides (sangang)” proposed by the Han

Dynasty philosopher Dong Zhongshu later became the official ideology of imperial

China. It dictates that ruler guides subject, father guides son, and husband guides wife,

in which political principles are the permutation of family ethnics. Therefore,

according to Xu, the governing ideology in ancient China was not based on rule of

law but on interpersonal relationships, which has an ever-lasting influence on Chinese

politics.
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During ancient times, guo, which is usually translated as nation or country, was

an ambivalent idea. Xu points out that in imperial China, guo was closely associated

with the dynasty that was centered around the monarch (3). Jia and guo functioned as

the intermediaries between the self and tianxia, since the former could only achieve

the latter by participating in the daily routines in family and politics according to

Confucian doctrine. Another interpretation of the self and tianxia represented by

Yangmingism argued that the self could directly reach tianxia through consciousness.

Thus, the subtle duality predicted the disembedding of the unity in modern Chinese

history, where the self was emancipated from the old network of family, guo, and

tianxia.

Xu also outlines the changes in Chinese world vision in more recent times. The

revolutionary “disembedding” happened in the late Qing and early Republican

periods when China was undergoing transformations in all social institutions. First of

all, the New culture movement contributed to the ideological disentanglement of the

family and the nation (or politics), separating political participation from family ethics.

Secondly, the establishment of a modern Chinese nation-state severed guo from

tianixa. With the introduction of Social Darwinism, the priority of the Chinese nation

shifted to “enriching the Country, strengthening the Armed Forces” (fuguo qiangbing)

from building a moral-oriented civilization, although the reception of the western idea

“nation” was quite challenged during that time. (Matten 65) The birth of the

nation-state also produced Chinese nationals. Theoretically, each national is born
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equal in the modern nation. In ancient times, family mediated the relation between

individual and guo. People were embedded in the community of family and clan and

guided by Confucian ideology. Now, in modern times when the family was severed

from guo, each individual was directly connected to the nation under the rule of law.

The newly emerged nation-national relationship was broken in the May Fourth

Movement, when cosmopolitanism became the dominant ideology, according to Xu

(417). May Fourth intellectuals argued that family, clan, or nations were illusive idols;

The individual was the only real, tangible entity in the cosmos. The individual, the

Small Self (xiaowo), could only realize itself in the pursuit of the humanity, the Big

Self (dawo) (Hu 529-530). The core of the May Fourth cosmology was an inheritance

from Yangmingism, both of which argued that individual could directly connect to

tianxia, liberated from family and nation.

However, the cosmopolitan ideology in May Fourth Movement was short-lived.

Xu regretfully points out that the nationalism proposed by Sun Yet-sen, which

emphasized racial and cultural identity and appealed to the anti-imperialist demands

and sentiments, became the dominant discourse since the 1920s (436). During the

course of World Wars and China’s anti-imperial efforts, nationalism was a powerful

ideology for all walks of life. It described the common enemies of China and provided

a common political stance for the mass.
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The dominance of nationalism has a long-lasting effect on modern Chinese

history, but its birth was no earlier than the late nineteenth century, according to Xu’s

historiography. Just like nation-state is a modern invention, Chinese nationalism is

also a product in the transitional period instead of something that “existed in the blood

of Chinese people since ancient times” claimed by the state (Xinhuanet.com).

1.3 Invented traditions

The historical continuity of China has been favored by Chinese state propaganda.

No matter it is “the great rejuvenation of the Chinese nation” or “promoting the great

traditional Chinese culture”, anything historical seems to be of better authority or

legitimacy. Eric Hobsbawn introduces the well-known concept “invented traditions”

in his and Terence Ranger’s edited volume The Invention of Tradition as a set of

practices that are repeated to “established continuity with a suitable historic past” (1).

People respond to new situations that emerge in the modern world with a reference to

old situations, which can be seen as an effort to maintain some old and unchanging

parts of social life in the constantly changing, innovative world. Essentially, invented

traditions are implemented to legitimize the current practice and discipline people

living in the current moment.

In the case of contemporary China where the invention of traditions is one of the

most important methods for nationhood construction, how does the state formulate the

narrative that nationalism is “the tradition of the Chinese nation”? How did Chinese
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people accept the presumption? How is nationalism perpetuated and reproduced a

century after its introduction to China?

Kevin Carrico examines the idea of invented traditions in his 2017 book Great

Han: Race, Nationalism, and Tradition in China Today, an anthropological project

about the Han Clothing Movement. The Han Clothing movement (hanfu yundong) is

a nationalist movement based on young people, which started from the beginning of

the twenty-first century. It aims to “revitalizing” the Han Chinese fashion and

ultimately the Han race as opposed to other ethnic minority groups. Thus, Han

clothing is not only central to the movement but also the representation of the

fundamental message: the Han Chinese nationalism. The enthusiasts believe that only

by promoting Han culture and traditions can they experience and restore the real

China. Carrico argues that the notion of “the real China”, a fantasy land of “rites and

etiquette” (liyi zhibang), is posed against the actual living experience in present-day

China. Thus, he proposes that the investment in a national ideal comes from the

binary between “the disappointments of an inherently bounded reality” and “the

appeal of boundless imaginings”(Carrico 3). Interpreting the nationalist experience

from a structural-psychoanalytical perspective, Carrico contends that Chinese

nationalism is a “fantasy-based, paradoxical, and thus self-perpetuating

cultural-imaginary system”(4).

But why is “tradition” so appealing to Chinese people? What encouraged them

to use traditional practices to solve today’s problems? Carrico thinks that tradition
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serves as an “unrestricted medium of fantasy”, a “therapeutic inversion” to the

problems and anxieties of the present day (55). Because of the relative freedom of

imagining a past that was safe, ideal, and closer to the “origin” in terms of temporality

and spaciality, the past is easily romanticized in contrast to the present where the

instabilities and uncertainties are more tangible and urgent. Therefore, (invented)

traditions help to fill the psychological gap between the ideal imagining and the actual

experience.

As discussed in the previous chapter, nationalism is one of the invented

traditions in China. the closest notion of nation, guo, in ancient China, was usually

centered on dynasty. As the old Chinese saying goes, “Every new sovereign brings his

own courtiers”. The old dynasty would eventually be replaced by a new one; and the

ethnicity of the ruler was also not guaranteed as Han. Therefore, the historical

continuity of China is not based on the idea of “guo”. Martin Jacques argues that

although China now brands itself as a nation-state, it is in reality a civilization-state,

in which “its social relations and customs, its ways of being, its sense of superiority,

its belief in the state, its commitment to unity” are products of Chinese civilization

rather than “its recent incarnation as a nation-state”(431). Rather than the framework

of nation-state, the continuity of Chinese civilization is embedded in its cultural

system based on Confucian ethics.

For a nation that actually lacked the tradition of what nowadays we call

“nationalism” in the history, “inventing” a tradition to establish the legitimacy of
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nationalism and create a national identity is an effective method to unify the

population. Whether it is written in history textbooks or emphasized in daily

propaganda, the tradition of patriotism and nationalism has been a well-established

ideology in the contemporary experience. But what is more telling and powerful is the

self-mobilizing nationalist movements founded by the enthusiastic, ordinary Chinese

people. The participants in the Han Clothing movement were initially propelled by the

affirmative action policies favoring ethnic minorities and the consequent, relative

invisibility of the Han majority. To construct the Great Han Chinese identity, they go

back in time to justify the superiority of Han culture and traditions and then claim that

only Han China is the authentic China and that Han nationalism is the real historical

truth. The Han Clothing movement is a perfect example of how the discourse

invented traditions is adopted to promote Chinese nationalism by ordinary Chinese

people.

1.4 Studying Chinese Nationalism in the Present Day

It is interesting that the state did not explicitly begin its “aiguo” propaganda until

the early 1990s. In the newly founded period, the dominant ideology was socialism as

opposed to capitalism in the West. The Four Modernizations, proposed in the late

1950s by Mao Zedong, was PRC’s strategic objective until the Cultural revolution

and was re-introduced to the state by Deng Xiaoping in the reopening era. Patriotism,

on the other hand, was not a mainstream ideology until 1994 when the Chinese

government first launched the Patriotic Education Campaign to “boost the nation’s
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spirit, enhance cohesion, and foster national self-esteem and pride”. Zheng Wang

offers a thorough historiography of the collusion between the Chinese patriotic

education campaign and the narrative of historical humiliation and argues that history

and memory were deployed to facilitate China’s political transition and constructions

of foreign relation in his 2008 article National Humiliation, History Education, and

the Politics of Historical Memory: Patriotic Education Campaign in China (Wang

783)

The 1990s witnessed several important events marked in the rise of Chinese

nationalism. Against the backdrop of the Tiananmen Incident and the collapse of the

USSR, The 1996 Taiwan Strait crisis, the publication of a few right-wing political

manifestos represented by China Can Say No (zhongguo keyi shuo bu), and the 1999

bombing of the Chinese embassy in Belgrade all contributed the rising nationalist

sentiments. But what are the historical facts that Chinese nationalism is based on?

What are the driving forces of the mass-mobilized and unified voices? What are the

claims of the nationalists?

Allen Carlson succinctly summarizes two main characteristics of Chinese

nationalism in his essay A flawed perspective: the limitations inherent within the

study of Chinese nationalism (2009). The first one is that Chinese nationalism is

deeply rooted in the past. The collective memory of the historical national experiences

is essential to Chinese nationalist sentiments. Then he provides three focal points of

the historical anchor, which include the pride in the past greatness of successive
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Chinese empires, the recent historical disgrace, usually referred to as “century of

national humiliation”, and the efforts of CCP and its founding generation to save

China from semi-colonialization. The other one lies in the acknowledgment that the

CCP is the only power that can protect Chinese people, especially after Tiananmen

Incident in 1989, which means that any effort to criticize or separate dang (the party),

zhengfu (the government) and minzu (the people) equals to treason (Carlson 22-23).

Carlson also identifies some of the problems in the existing literature of Chinese

nationalism, including a lack of comparative study with world politics, not enough

attention on the influence of technological innovations, a disregard of voices from

dissidents and opponents, and obsessive attempts to categorize the types of nationalist

sentiments (24). In response to the flaws he brings up in the essay, Carlson advocates

another approach in studying Chinese nationalism, that is to engage in a broader

inquiry of the construction of Chinese national identity. He takes a constructivist

approach, which considers national identity as a fluid, on-going production while

avoiding the exclusionary binaries, i.e, the in-group/out-group dichotomies, that are

more explicit in nationalism. He also proposes the role of “boundary-spanners” and

suggests that more attention should be given to marginalized groups, such as diaspora,

and minorities, in studying the construction of national identity(28-30).

Building on the cautions and suggestions Carlson proposes in the article, I would

like to provide the framework of my study of the nationalist discourse in

contemporary China. I chose two hot topics on Chinese Internet in recent years, Li
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Ziqi and Fangfang, to examine nationalist sentiments in popular culture. These two

apolitical projects, in which the state was not involved in the beginning, eventually

become productive sites of political discussions and participation. Both of them

started as documentations of the mundane Chinese experience, but their interactions

with the rest of the world, especially with western societies, ignited heated debates

and discussions of how China is narrated and how China should be narrated.

The second chapter is a detailed study of the global popularity of Li Ziqi, a

Chinese vlogger who is known by her idyllic lifestyle in rural Sichuan. My main

argument in this chapter is that what Li Ziqi is selling is essentially a fantasy. The

fantasy is grounded in the pastoral past, in which she performs and promotes

traditional Chinese culture which is the embodiment of the superiority of Chinese

civilization. I also discuss the fantasy she creates from a feminist perspective and

include a close study of one of her most popular videos.

The third chapter looks into the controversies over Chinese writer Fangfang and

her Wuhan Diary written during the COVID-19 lockdown in Wuhan in 2020.

People’s opinions about her online diary shifted dramatically from a welcoming

attitude to a contemptuous one after its overseas publication. I look into the reasons

why people juxtapose her critical comments of the government with a treacherous

behavior and the mediation of the Internet in this incident. I also examine the wax and

wane of the discourse of Chinese public intellectuals, which is also a focal point in the

recent rise of Chinese nationalism.
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The two cases of nationalism generate two different national identities of the

present-day China: an anti-modern, neo-traditional civilization and a modern,

impeccable global leader. In the final chapter, I conclude with the argument that the

contradictory opinions on modernity in Chinese national identity construction is a

confusion generated by modernization. They are essentially the legacy of the

confrontation between historical Sino-centrism and western modernity. I end with

hope that the narration of China is not singular but productive and plural, in spite of

the domination of nationalism as an ideology.
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2. Stretching in Time: Li Ziqi and Her Utopia

Surrounded by endless mountains with lush plants and crops, isolated from city

bustling and modern civilization, dedicated in land and domestic space, Chinese

vlogger Li Ziqi lives an idyllic life that many of her audience, both Chinese and

global, dream of. According to the website of Guinness World Records, her YouTube

has reached 14,100,000 subscribers (as verified on 25 January 2021), which broke the

Guinness World Records title for the most subscribers for a Chinese language channel

on YouTube. Compared to other popular channels that features cooking and lifestyle,

such as Tasty (with 20M subscribers), Gordon Ramsay (17M), and Bon Appetit (5.8

M), Li Ziqi’s channel, which started as an “one-woman band” and is still managed by

a small team, is quite phenomenal. Her global popularity also translates into huge

capital. In 2018, she launched her own food brand and opened an online store at

TMall.com. Within one year, she attracted more than 2.71 million Chinese customers,

and the total sales reached 71 million yuan. Her brand has marched into foreign

markets as well. Some of her popular products can be found in local Asian markets in

America. Although she does not offer English translation in her videos, her global

audience has no difficulties in understanding and enjoying her beautiful life in rural

China.

Li Ziqi’s global popularity also receives a lot of attention within China. Many

Chinese netizens praise her role in promoting traditional Chinese culture and

enhancing China’s soft power. Li Ziqi’s international influence, therefore, is
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considered as a successful example of “cultural output (wenhua shuchu)”.

What accounts for Li Ziqi’s rocket growth in the global market? What

constitutes her universal appeal for the online community? Why is she welcomed as a

“cultural ambassador” in China? In this chapter, I will demystify Li Ziqi’s success

from the perspectives of invented traditions, pastoralism, gender role, and

nationalism. But first, I am going to start with one of Li Ziqi’s videos that have

received more than 10 million views on YouTube to offer a taste of her charm.

2.1 Consuming Flowers: A Case Study

Figure 1: Screenshot from one of Li Ziqi’s videos, “Avoid Crowds, and Go
Spr ing Outing Nearby”

Dressed in a red Chinese-styled clock embroidered with white flowers, Li Ziqi

strides into the spring on her horse. It is the Double Third Festival (shangsi jie), the
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third day of the third month in the Lunar New Year. In the video “Avoid crowds, and

go spring outing nearby” posted on April 1, 2020, Li Ziqi is going to take her

audience to rural Sichuan and show them how she celebrates the traditional Chinese

festival.

Today, Li Ziqi’s mission is to collect flowers. After swiftly getting off from the

horse, she disappears in the endless lushness. In the next few scenes, we will watch

her pick up various kinds of flowers, including peach blossoms, peonies, and

magnolias, before she rides back home carrying all these beautiful flowers in a huge

bamboo basket. Viewers may assume that these newly picked flowers are used for

decoration or floral arrangement, but Li Ziqi never fails her audience with her

culinary creations, although we will have to wait until the next day when she plans to

have a picnic with her grandma and assistants. Today, she just trims the flowers and

puts them into a clay pot. The stems and leaves are not wasted, of course, because

they are used to feed the sheep she keeps at home.

Next day, she wakes up before dawn to prepare for the food for the picnic. The

first thing she does is collect more flowers, such as pear blossoms and cherry

blossoms, and air-dried sausages hanging under the roof. Then she starts cooking in

her quintessential kitchen, where modern cookwares are not seen. She first boils some

rice porridge in a pot directly over the fire, and then steams some purple sweet

potatoes and Chinese yam over a giant wok above a stone stove, underneath which

dry wood is burning as fuels. Next, she mixes water chestnut starch with sugar and
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water, pours the mixture into mini bowls with a cherry blossom placed in the bottom,

and steams the mixture in the wok. The heat will make the mixture transparent, which

gives it the name “Crystal Cherry blossom putting cake”. When the yam and sweet

potatoes are done, she smashes them in separate dishes, and sugar or other sweeteners

like honey or fermented rice wine, and form little balls. Then she puts flower peddles

onto these bowls before storing them into containers. Other delicacies include “Pear

blossom Omelette”, “Deep fried magnolia”, and “Peony Rice Balls”.

Figure 2: “Crystal Cher ry blossom putting cake”, one of the snacks Li Ziqi
makes in the video

After a whole morning of preparation, Li Ziqi and her friends and families come

to the wild and settle down by a lake. They lay out every flower dish she makes in the

morning on to a picnic blanket. Later, Li Ziqi collects more flowers to decorate their

picnic spot. Finally, the group raise their tea cups and cheer, “Happy Spring days

(chuntian kuaile)!”
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This video is a perfect embodiment of of fantasy that Li Ziqi creates for her

audience - a Chinese girl dressed in traditional clothes living in the nature with her

beloved grandma and making all kinds of delicacies that only come from the nature.

The quality of the video is itself an amazement. There are time lapse scenes that

document the whole process of sunrise, the change of stars during a clear night, and

the movement of clouds hiding and revealing the sun. Flowers are the protagonist of

the video. Sometimes they are in the background—beds of small starry white purple

flowers—in which Li Ziqi passes by. Sometimes they are given close shots—each

petal can be clearly observed through the camera lens. And there are various kinds of

flowers featured in the video. They are either used as decorations or made into the

food and consumed later by Li Ziqi and her companies.

Intimate interaction with nature is also one of the attractions of her video. Li

Ziqi lives in such a seclusive world that the problems that modern people have in

urban spaces are nowhere to be found. As emphasized in the title of the video, “Avoid

[ing] crowds” is the one of the selling points of the video. When she leaves home, all

human civilization disappears from the screen. Viewers can enjoy the refreshing

spring scenery without any modern interruptions. The food she makes all comes from

nature and then goes back to nature. For example, she first collects flowers and makes

them into food. Later, the stems and leaves becomes fodder for the livestock she

raises. Within 20 minutes, viewers can enjoy the full circle of food consumption, from

the beginning when she collects the ingredients on the trees, to the cooking process
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when she shows detailed steps of how the raw materials become delicious food, to the

end of consumption when the waste is reused in other agricultural activities.

To sum up, in the idyllic world Li Ziqi creates, she is the princess living in the

past. While she rides the horse strolling in the woods, her viewers are brought into a

falsified temporality, a “peach blossom spring” where modernity is erased, and

antiquity is the eternity. In the next section, I am going to talk about the nostalgic

fantasy that Li Ziqi constructs in her videos.

2.2 A Nostalgic Fantasy

Gufeng, literally translated as “old style”, is one of the most commonly used

words to describe the style of Li Ziqi’s videos. Dressed in clothes of traditional

Chinese style, the talented woman has presented her audience with hundreds of

awe-inducing videos, in which she tilts in the field, builds furniture from scratch, and

preparing delicate Chinese cuisine. The sense of time is usually blurred in her videos:

the sign for modern life, the everyday electric appliances, such as smart phones,

laptops, microwave, are usually missing in her videos. Her kitchen, one of her most

frequented shooting places, is also representative of the rustic style. She cooks over a

traditional Chinese stove fueled by dried hay; the poorly painted walls in the kitchen

are decorated with dried chili strings; even her chef knife looks traditionally Chinese

and antiqued, without any trace of modern shininess. The absence of modern signs

creates a fantastic environment, in which Li Ziqi travels back in time with her

audience. Reminiscent of the past, many of her Chinese audience find refuge in her
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videos, for the vantage aesthetic corresponds to the China in its pure, unique, agrarian

image that only lives in people’s imagination today. This truly Chinese idyllic setting,

untainted by Western modernization, is home to many weary souls lost in the

contemporary moment.

However, it is obvious that the pre-modern atmosphere she creates is a fantasy.

Behind the camera, there are professional film lights to create the perfect lighting in

the shabby kitchen; Every time lapse clips that shows the breath-taking movements of

clouds or the sprouting of plants are shot with perfect angle and patience; As for her

“Life Series” which includes the life span of a particular kind of plants, she needs to

plan the filming schedule years in advance before the final product is posted online.

The reason why her viewers can consume her videos with absolute awe and

enjoyment is that every video is carefully calibrated and produced to its perfection

with the help of modern technology and media platforms.

Therefore, what Li Ziqi is selling is a fantasy rooted in the past. Kevin Carrico

uses the framework of neo-traditionalism in his study of the Han Clothing Movement,

which can be applied to Li Ziqi, too. When observing one of the Confucian

Academies where young students studied Confucian classics by reciting and

cramming, Carrico found people firmly believed in the efficacy of traditional Chinese

culture, perceiving them as the panacea of China’s current problems. In a

conversation with the director of a Confucian Academy, the person expressed

absolute confidence in their ancestors, deemed them to be more intelligent than
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people in the contemporary, and believed they already lay out solutions to today’s

crisis. Carrico contends that the re-emergence of traditional elements, including

traditional education through Confucian academies and ethnic clothing, is considered

as a response to contemporary crisis. They are explored as alternatives and

supplements to present-day institutions. Nevertheless, these imagined cures are only

perpetuating “an essentialist vision of race and nation, while appropriating tradition to

close the gap between ideals and realities”(Carrico 192-193).

Writing in the early 1990s, Myron L. Cohen argues in an essay titled The

Peripheralization of Traditional Identity that cultural participation became less

important when a Chinese person sought national identity. “For much of China's

population being Chinese is culturally much easier today than it ever was in the past,

for this identification no longer involves commonly accepted cultural standards”(133).

However, no more than a decade later, the aura of traditional Chinese culture came

back with a vengeance. Identification with the Chinese civilization of five thousand

years is again considered as an important component of Chinese national identity,

which explains Li Zqi’s well-celebrated charm in promoting traditional culture.

2.3 A Pastoral Fantasy

In Li Ziqi’s comment section on YouTube, many people express their longing

for Li Ziqi’s simple lifestyle while lamenting their modern life. “I wish I could live a
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simple life like her.” “Living in the fast lane, you think you have everything, but at

the same time you really have nothing. A simple life is what we should all strive for.”

Disciplined by modern industrialized society, what her viewers relish on their screen

is an escape to the seclusive Chinese mountain village where pollution, modern

technology, capital, and, for 2020 particularly, coronavirus, are nowhere to be found.

Li Ziqi has constructed a “Peach Blossom Spring” that isolates herself from the lapses

of both time and modern civilization. Her videos satiate people’s crave for an

alternative for the modern life - a life grounded in rural space.

In The Machine in the Garden, Leo Marx cites a question that puzzles Freud in

Civilization and Its Discontents (1930) about civilized men’s idealization of simple

and primitive life: “How has it come about that so many people have adopted this

strange attitude of hostility to civilization?(8)” In fact, this is not the first time that

Freud deals with nostalgic feelings for primitive conditions. In General Introduction

to Psychoanalysis (1920), Freud uses the establishment of national reserves or nature

parks to illustrate fantasy-making. We need natural environment just like we need

fantasy—it is a way to enjoy "freedom from the grip of the external world" (9). The

making of fantasy resembles those reservations in a way in which “man enjoys that

freedom from external compulsion that he has long since renounced”.

Hence, the answer Freud provides for the animosity against the civilized world is

that it is a sign of discontent towards the denial of our instinctual needs that

institutions and cultural standards cast on us. It signifies the frustration and repression
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of the modern man who is deprived of natural demands and thus appeals to fantasies

for help. Therefore, Marx concludes that the yearning for a primitive lifesyle is

“generated by an urge to withdraw from civilization’s growing power and

complexity”. It is an escape from the complexity and intricacy of sophisticated art and

civilization to the simplicity of nature and pasture.

Li Ziqi’s videos aptly fit into the niche of the desired simple, slow-paced, rural

life. In spite of the fast-growing popularity of short videos, her videos, which are 20

minutes long on average, can easily excess 10 million views. In the 20 minutes,

usually viewers would expect the plantation and harvest of crops, the natural

preservation of fruits and vegetables that she just picked from the trees and vines, or

the manual construction of furniture and household appliances. She is particular about

demonstrating the complete process of something coming into being which is usually

unfamiliar to urban dwellers. In that way, she can ignite viewers’ curiosities for the

birth and death of our daily encounters and then satisfy them with well-calibrated

videos made in a world that is free of modern technology, mass manufacture or

assembly line.

Michael Pollan reflects in his 2007 book The Omnivore’s Dilemma on the

industrial food chain, concluding that “industrial eating is how thoroughly it obscures

all these relationships and connections”(10). Throughout history, humans have

fundamentally altered the food chains with revolutionary technologies, including fire,

tools, and farming. Agriculture changed the face of the Earth by allowing human
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beings to reproduce themselves with a few favored food species. However, the

implications of the most recent revolution, the invention of industrial food chains, are

still not clear to humans because it fundamentally changed the way in which energy

passes to the next being. While we used to rely on the sun to cultivate our food,

industrial agriculture draws energy from fossil fuels, which vastly increased food

quantity and diversified food variety. However, at the same time, it makes them

opaque our connections and relationships with food and nature. We become ignorant

of how we share the world with the organisms we consume and how the food we

create may complicate our health and nutrition condition. Eating in ignorance is one

of the primary characteristics of industrial food chains (6-10).

Li Ziqi’s videos particularly address the problem of ignorant eating in modern

life. By demonstrating detailed processes of the lives of plants or the manual

production of certain food, she answers the questions that many urban dwellers may

have about their daily consumption of food. Also, in Li Ziqi’s videos, the stress which

bothers modern civilization regarding food safety or food waste is absent, because

what she incorporates, utilizes, and experiences in her daily life all comes from the

nature and goes back to nature, either adding to the monetary cost or the

environmental cost. The extremely efficient use of sustenance is the perfect example

of a green lifestyle that has been promoted in modern societies in recent years.

Li Ziqi thus embodies what Arthur Lovejoy calls “the ethnic of the middle link”.

The ethical doctrine of “middle state” became widely accepted during the 18th century,
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when Industrial Revolution was changing the face of the earth. Nostalgia for the rural

world came back to the literary world with a vengeance, such as Oliver Goldsmith’s

“The Deserted Village”. The superiority of rural life over urban life lies in that it is a

perfect balance between the wild and the urban. And for humans who occupy “the

middle link in the ‘great chain of being’", the rural life mediates between “their

animal nature and their rational ideals”, thus occupies a position of compromise. Li

Ziqi’s interactions with nature, including farming, traveling in the wild, cooking, and

making handicrafts, represent a balance between art and nature, fulfilling modern

people’ pastoral fantasies (Marx 99-100).

However, there is also pushback against the way in which Li Ziqi depicts rural

life. One of the negative comments Li Ziqi receives on Chinese social media is that

her videos goes far away beyond rural life. Her red long clock, her white furry scarf,

her tight chong-sam styled shirt indicate that she does not come from the same class

as her neighbors who may be working in the fields just beside her. Nor would these

people sustain their labor with food so delicate and photogenic that can attract fans

from all over the world. But without these inauthentic, even surreal elements, it is

difficult to attract people’s attention. Li Ziqi made it possible to live in the pastoral

fantasies while maintaining modern aesthetics.
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2.4 A Feminist Fantasy

Another awe-inspiring aspect of Li Ziqi’s video is her omnipotence and

independence. Viewers are convinced that she can do anything - making handicrafts,

building bamboo fences, cooking gourmet dishes, planting vegetables and crops,

raising livestock: her self-sustainability also contributes to the illusion that she lives in

a true “Peach Blossom Spring”, in which she does not need connection with the

outside world. One may wonder how much it takes to sustain the daily life all by

herself.

More importantly, the gender structure of Li Ziqi’s family is quite unique. As

shown in her videos, she lives in rural Sichuan with her grandma. Most of her videos

only feature her grandma and herself. There is no male presence in the household, and

since her grandma is in her later age, Li Ziqi is the only labor in her family. Thus, her

work transcends traditional gender division in an ordinary rural household, the so

called “natural economic form” depicted by “male farming and female weaving”.

Although the narrative is that she lives and works in a traditional agricultural

environment, the mode of her labor is different from that in the natural economy.

In the post-gender labor production, Li Ziqi works for herself and enjoys the

distribution of her products, a freedom that could not be experienced by women in a

patriarchal household. Thus, her videos offer us another alternative - a world where a

woman is not assessed by her marriage status, her fertility, or her gender role. What is

more surprising is that rarely can we find comments underneath her video questioning
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about her marriage status or pressuring her to get married and raise a family. In

contemporary China, many people in their late twenties are pushed to get married and

reproduce by family and society, among which young women receive greater pressure.

In 2007, the concept of “leftover women” was invented and became widely accepted

during the following years, which describes women who remain single in their late

twenties. This disparaging tag of young single women has been well-studied and

investigated by Leta Hong Fincher in her book Leftover Women: the Resurgence of

Gender Inequality in China, in which she argues that “the state-sponsored media

campaign about “leftover” women is part of a broad resurgence of gender inequality

in post-socialist China, particularly over the past decade and a half of market reforms”

(15). Against the background of societal pressure to get married and giving birth due

to the declining demographic dividend, Li Ziqi’s freedom to remain single can be

seen as miraculous. While many women are judged by their marital status and

reproducibility, Li Ziqi is exempted from these standards. Calling her videos an

“feminist experiment” would not be an exaggeration.

However, to what extent Li Ziqi pushes the gender boundary in family remains

in question. One of the most common comments about her is “Li Ziqi is the dream

wife of many people”(qu qi dangqu liziqi). Indeed, she makes a perfect wife in many

people’s opinion - pretty yet hard-working, feminine yet tough, delicate yet rustic.

Her beauty and style are relished by both male and female audience. But fashion and

clothing are not her only focuses. She is also adept at agricultural work and domestic
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chores. Therefore fits the imagination of an ideal wife described in the old saying

“Graceful in the living room and great in the kitchen”(shangde tingtang, xiade

chufang), which means the wife is a great homemaker and presentable spouse in the

public. No other female farmers can manage the household all by herself and maintain

the beauty and grace as well as her.

Although marriage life and gender division are absent from Li Ziqi’s videos, she

never gets away from being judged as a wife, whose capability as a housekeeper and

caregiver is highlighted. The compliment, “an ideal wife”, indicates that the value

system of women in China remains essentially unchanged in the patriarchy system.

Even though Li Ziqi is creative in presenting a post-gender household and labor mode,

people still naturally associate her with traditional gender characters and assume that

she will make a perfect wife. While she brands herself “a life artist from the East”, a

gender-neutral title, on the packaging of her commercialized product, her audience is

nevertheless drawn to her feminine characteristics and wish their future spouses

would share her qualities. Her viewership determines that the feminist experiment is

not a complete success.

2.5 A Nationalist Fantasy

Many of Li Ziqi’s Chinese followers have considered her as a site of “cultural

export” due to the international influence on social media platforms. Since her videos

are mainly about rural life in China, she is essentially introducing China and Chinese
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culture to the rest of the world, which has made many of her Chinese followers proud.

Even state media endorses Li Ziqi’s method of celebrating Chinese culture and her

role in presenting Chinese culture to the world, from the farming tools to her lively

spirits and virtues- hard-working, self-sufficient, and committed to the family. Bai

Yansong, a famous Chinese news commentator, anchor and journalist for CCTV,

once commented in a news program, News Weekly, “The problem is not about the

problems in Li Ziqi’s videos; the problem is that we need more influencers like her. If

we can have thousands of Internet celebrities who come from the ordinary people and

become famous within and beyond the borders, then the story of China can be easily

spread to the rest of the world.” Li Ziqi is an alternative to strength China’s soft

power.

What makes Li Ziqi’s seemingly apolitical project effective in “exporting

Chinese culture” is that on the one hand, it is different from the state-sponsored

narratives or propaganda, which depict China in modern terms. Her project does not

include the advanced modern technology that China frequently boasts about, such as

high-speed train, 5G networks, or mobile payment, or political ideologies, with which

China differs itself from.

On the other hand, she reiterates the stereotypical image of rural China - a place

devoid of industrial and modern traces, which caters to the Orientalist taste. What

represents modern China loses to what represents or what is imagined to represent

ancient China, a civilization rich in culture and history and at the same time
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essentially quintessential, feminized, and exotic to the western palette. Modern people

can project their nostalgia for a pre-modern lifestyle to this untainted land. The

utopian rural China Li Ziqi represents in her videos fits their imagination and pleases

the western eyes.

Because of Li Ziqi’s special role in representing China, her YouTube channel is

sometimes the hotbed of nationalist controversies. On January 9, 2021, Li Ziqi posted

a video titled “The last episode of the ‘Life Series’: The life of white radish!” on her

YouTube channel, in which she shows her audience how she planted and harvested

white radish and Chinese cabbage and then made them into delicate cuisines,

including pickled cabbage and kimchi. As usual, Li Ziqi left a brief introduction of

her video in the description box and added the hashtags “# 李 子 柒

 #lýtửthấ #Liziqi #ChineseCuisine #ChineseFood”. However, the video

sparked controversy as Korean viewers flooded into its comment section and accused

Li Ziqi of not giving credit to Korea when making kimchi. Soon, Chinese netizens

started fighting back in the comment section, in which nationalistic language and

racial hatred were rampant. Some people mentioned that Korea was just a client state

of the Chinese empire, thus Korean culture was originated from Chinese culture, so

kimchi was essentially Chinese food. Others defended Li Ziqi by suggesting that since

there were ethnic Koreans living in Northeastern China, kimchi should be considered

part of Chinese cuisine. A number of people accused that Korea was the real “culture

thief”, which borrowed Chinese culture without giving credit and had attempted to
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claim Chinese culture heritage many times in the past.

Figure 3: Some debates between Chinese and Korean viewers from the comment
section of the video “The Last Episode of the ‘Life Ser ies’: The Life of White

Radish!”

Because of Li Ziqi’s influence on YouTube and her branding as a Chinese life

artist, her channel becomes one of the outlets of Chinese nationalist sentiments. Thus,

the “Kimchi War” was an inevitable conflict ever since the first Korean viewer

questioned about not giving credit to Korea when making kimchi.

In fact, online conflicts between Chinese and Korean people over the origins of

certain cultural heritage have been increasingly common in recent years. Claiming the

history of cultural heritage became a popular method to express patriotism and

demonstrate the soft power of the nation. Therefore, every conflict is an expression of

nationalism. When formulating the imagined communities, Benedict Anderson uses

two frameworks: time and space. People form communities with people who they
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imagine that they share the same temporality with. The distinct history, which is also

how they interpret themselves, is key to separate themselves from others (Billig 76).

Therefore, the creation of nation-states is usually accompanied by the creation of

national histories, something that a people can dwell on.

Koreans have been using salt and fermentation to preserve vegetables in the

winter for thousands of years. The first writing about kimchi can be found during the

Koryeo Period (918-1392). The most common recipe of kimchi, the fermented

Chinese cabbage with chili pepper, was invented around 200 years ago after the

importation of chili. From the standpoint of Koreans, Kimchi is central to Korean

history and establishment of the image of Korea.The most common, ordinary food in

Korean has made its way to the global market with an ethnic marker, representing

Korean culinary culture and history and distinguishing Korea from the other

countries.

As Michael Billig points out in Banal Nationalism, national histories tell of a

people passing through time - 'our' people, with 'our' ways of life, and 'our' culture

(71). Although ethnic Koreans living in China also produce and consume kimchi, it is

still a symbol of Korean culture and locates in Korean history. Fermented pickled

vegetables are made in diverse methods and enjoyed in many places in the world,

including China, but kimchi remains a signifier of Korean culinary culture. Even on

Chinese social media, Korean is often referred to as the “Kimchi nation (paocai guo)”.

Therefore, disputes about the origin of kimchi are at the heart of the construction of
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the Korean nation,

What also appears to be jarring in the “Kimchi controversy” is that many

Chinese viewers liked to reduce the traditional Korean side-dish to insignificant

components in food and diet. They commented with contempt that it was sad that

Koreans had to argue with Chinese about the credit and origin of a side dish. Since

Chinese cuisine has a longer history and more diverse dishes, it is funny to watch

Koreans get angry about such minor issue. Then the fire targeted at Koreans also

extended to other aspects of Korean society, culture, and history: They “stole”

Chinese culture and used Chinese characters until the 1960s; they had a habit of

claiming Chinese culture heritage as their own, such as the Dragon Boat Festival;

They were a small part of the imperial Chinese tributary system, etc.

Those Sinocentric comments are common in disputes between Chinese and

people from other countries. When framing the idea of “ethnocentrism”, William

Graham Sumner proposed that "each group nourishes its own pride and vanity, boasts

itself superior, exalts its own divinities and looks with contempt on outsiders"(Billig

79). Promoting its own superiority not only distinguishes itself from the other nations,

but unites the population and raises the moral. At the same time, denigrating other

countries is the other side of the coin. From comparing the history and culture of

China and Korea, Chinese nationalists gain a powerful sense of superiority which

legitimatizes their ignorance and bigotry.

Chinese civilization was an inclusive one during the ancient time. In the Hua-Yi
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(huayi) discourse, the Hua attracts other civilizations, the Yi, with its superior culture

while absorbing them into its system. Central to Hua’s superior culture was an ideal

cultural order that was advanced and universal for humanity. This indicates that

Chinese culture was aiming at the world, and it is open for learning and borrowing.

However, after the introduction of nation-state and nationalism from the west, the

inclusiveness of Chinese culture retreated within its border. There was a clear

boundary between “Chinese” and “Western”(Xu 150). The advocate for founding a

nation-state replaced the advocate for celebrating an open and inclusive Chinese

culture. The vibrant cultural exchange was substituted by enclosure, protectionism,

and nationalism. Therefore, people fight for the origin of cultural practices, gain a

false sense of pride in their rich culture, and accuse other cultures of stealing from

theirs. But they forget that Chinese civilization was once porous and inclusive. It

accepted cultures that were completely different from them and share its brilliance

with these new additions. What ended the inclusiveness was the drawing of national

boundaries. The Chinese nation has to be drastically different from the Korean nation,

and it serves the interest and rights of the Chinese people first. Hua again is centered

in the power dynamic, which arouses people’s national pride and patriotic sentiment.

The “Kimchi war” is a perfect example of the domination of nationalism in the

everyday Chinese experience. Even apolitical projects, like Li Ziqi’s food videos, can

cause political dispute where nationalist sentiments erupt. In the next chapter, I will

examine another Internet phenomenon that happened in recent years, in which the
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central figure had never thought that she would be involved in a political controversy.
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3. Stretching in Space: Fangfang’s struggle with

Cyber -nationalism

“But there is nothing we can do. Actually, there is nothing anyone can do. Our only
choice is to grin and bear it. Even though it is getting to the point that most of the patients
can’t bear it anymore, nor can their families. But if you don’t bear it, what else is there you
can do? I once wrote somewhere that ‘one speck of dust from an entire era may not seem
like much, but when it falls on your head it’s like a mountain crashing on you.’ The first
time I wrote those words, I don’t think I fully grasped the depth of what it represented. But

now those words are etched in my heart.” (Fangfang 37)

On February 2, 2020, Chinese writer Fangfang wrote down these sentences in

the ninth entry of her online diary series during Wuhan’s lockdown, which later was

translated into English and German and published titled “Wuhan Diary” in the mid of

2020. Little did she know that her own quote “one speck of dust from an entire era

may not seem like much, but when it falls on your head it’s like a mountain crashing

on you (时代的一粒灰，落在个人头上，就是一座山 )” would become the

catchphrase for the month on Chinese Internet for millions of Chinese whose lives

were totally changed by the epidemic. However, there was one more thing that

Fangfang did not expect to see when she first started the online diary series - that she

would be attacked and persecuted by nationalist Chinese netizens because of this

diary.

Wuhan Diary, which chronicles the daily life in quarantine in Wuhan’s

covid-19 outbreak by, is one of the most heated topics on Chinese social media in

2020. When Wuhan’s first lockdown directive was placed in the early morning on

January 24, 2020, Fangfang, like millions of other Wuhan residents, was not allowed
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to leave the city and required to stay at home. As a writer, Fangfang started to

document the daily life of quarantine, including her worries, fears, sorrows, stories

she heard from friends and family, and her critiques of the government, with which

many people could resonate when she first posted her daily entries on Weibo.

Therefore, then titled “Lockdown Diary (fengcheng riji)”, Fangfang’s Weibo

post series received a lot of attention and positive feedback in the early days of the

outbreak. However, as the government gradually controlled the outbreak, the

state-sponsored narrative of “fighting against the epidemic” took authority. As a result,

while Fangfang continued her reflection and criticism in her online diary, people’s

opinions about her and her daily posts drastically shifted. The label that Fangfang got

from the public thus turned from a “patriotic people’s writer” to a “traitor” who

disparaged her motherland in her writing. The “traitor” narrative was further

corroborated when the online diary was translated into foreign languages and would

be published by a commercial press in the West soon. Various conspiracies and

accusations were cast on Fangfang, which eventually evolved into a cyber-attack

against Fangfang and her translator, Michael Berry.

Why did people’s opinions about Fangfang change so drastically after Wuhan

Diary’s overseas publication? Why are Chinese people intolerant of any different

voices other than praises and extols of the media? Why nationalistic sentiments were

rampant at this historical moment? In this chapter, I will read Fangfang’s controversy

from the perspective of cyber-nationalism, which has been rising on Chinese social
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media in recent years.

3.1 Fangfang’s Nationalist Readership and Beyond

Fangfang has been a controversial figure since her novel Soft Burial (Ruanmai)

was published in 2016, which was about a woman’s tragic experience in the Chinese

Land Reform. Many critics deemed this novel was too critical of the Chinese

government’s policy in the 1950s, hence she has been aimed at by a group of leftists

since then. Fangfang subsequently responded to these controversies in her Weibo,

saying that “My writing has been focused on the individual in the progress of societal

development. Some readers purposefully misread part of novel and pass the message

to people who have not read it in exaggeration. This is their own problem.” However,

Fangfang’s caution was never taken seriously. Four years later, another dispute over

her literary works, the controversy of Wuhan Diary, stormed China during Wuhan’s

COVID-19 outbreak. This time, the fire went beyond the intellectual circle and came

into public sight. With huge publicity and attention drawn into her daily Weibo

accounts of the Wuhan outbreak, Fangfang received both support and hate on Chinese

social media.

Due to the strong pushback that Wuhan Diary received, one may assume that it

must be a radically critical work that entails harsh political comments and criticism.

However, the diary was not intended to be anything political in the beginning. Here is

an excerpt from the first entry,
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“What happened led Wuhan to become the focal point of the entire nation, it led to the
city being locked down, the people of Wuhan being subjected to prejudice, and me being
quarantined here in this city. Today the government issued another order: Starting at
midnight tonight all motor vehicles are prohibited from operating in the downtown district of
Wuhan.[...] I just received a message from Cheng Yongxin, an editor for the literary journal
Harvest, suggesting that I start writing a series that we could call ‘Wuhan Diary’, or ‘Notes
from a Quarantined City’. My first instinct is that, if my Weibo account is still active and
I’m able to post, perhaps I really should start writing about what is happening. It would be a
way for people to understand what is really going on here on the ground in Wuhan.”
(Fangfang 3-4)

Fangfang started her diary with the intention to inform people outside Wuhan of

what the city was undergoing during that critical moment. Indeed, in the early days of

Wuhan’s lockdown, Fangfang’s diary was a big comfort to many Wuhan residents

because they could resonate with her when reading the diary as well as a great source

of information for people in other parts of the country. For millions of Wuhan locals

who were locked at home, their experience was much the same as that of Fangfang

who documented hers in a literary form as a writer. They shared the same fears,

bafflement, anger, sorrow, and confusion about the known and the unknown.

However, as the virus was gradually being contained, people started to question

Fangfang’s intention as her spearhead was still occasionally targeted at the

government, advocating for transparency and accountability. Especially after news

spread that her online diary would be published in the West, Chinese social media

became outrageous about that move, and Fangfang’s reputation declined significantly

in a short period of time.
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In an interview with a local Wuhan resident who experienced the outbreak

himself in late April 2020, I asked about his opinions about Fangfang’s Wuhan

Diary. He said the diary was indeed very popular in the late January and early

February because it felt “real”, “authentic”, or “relatable” for many locals. But

towards the end of the outbreak, Fangfang still kept her critical tone in writing and

would only document the “bad things”, ignoring the progress Chinese people and the

government had made, which made him doubt the authenticity of Fangfang’s account

and her own intention of writing. When asked about if he had thoroughly read the

diary or followed it from the beginning to the end, the interviewee said he browsed

some of the earlier posts but did not read the rest.

This interview corroborated Fangfang’s caution in response to her controversial

novel, Soft Burial, in which she lamented that many people judged her work and

herself without reading it themselves. If they would like to take a closer look at each

entry, they would find that throughout the 60 posts, Fangfang had been documenting

the progress of “the fight against COVID-19”: the case numbers, Chinese

government’s massive coordination; medical assistance from other province;

Fangcang shelter hospitals. She did not purposefully ignore the positive side of

China’s efforts; On the contrary, she faithfully wrote down the details of these efforts.

For example, the following excerpts was from her post on March 17, in which her

tone was quite uplifting,

“Looking broadly now at the trajectory of the entire outbreak, ever since the moment
the nation committed all their efforts to saving Hubei and began to enact a variety of
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measures to control the virus, it is clear that their methods have been very powerful and
effective. It hasn’t been easy for us to get to this stage.

Even more good news is starting to flood out; I see people in my friends group posting
the latest news everywhere. The most important news is that, with the exception of Wuhan,
all other cities in Hubei Province have lifted their lockdown orders and people are now
returning to work; a lot of workers who have been trapped outside the city are also now
starting to return to Wuhan. This is great news, and it is exactly the kind of news that a lot of
people have been waiting to hear. Wuhan has always been a city bustling with life, and I
really can’t wait to see it get back to its energetic and chaotic old self.” (Fangfang 298)

Judging from the criticism and attacks against Fangfang, it seems that many

people who doubted her intention of writing the diary have yet to read her diary. If so,

then why people specifically targeted at her and her diary, in which she had no other

intention than “bearing witness in the face of disasters”? (nytimes.com)

From mid-January to late March in 2020, China was struggling with containing

the virus across the country. While the most affected regions suffered from physical

tragedies, the rest of the population also underwent physical and financial constraint

and mental pressure. More importantly, the world-wide

anti-Chinese/anti-Asian/xenophobic sentiments brought humiliation and triggered

anger among millions of Chinese nationalists. As the outbreak in Wuhan gradually

came into an end, people were more eager to be recognized and acknowledged by the

world. Yet, the desire to wash out the trauma and humiliation was not satisfied at the

time when political polarization was rising in all over the world. So when Fngfang

wrote things like “I again call on our government to quickly establish an investigative

committee to thoroughly examine the core reasons that allowed the coronavirus to

spread and expand to the point that it could turn into the calamity that we are now all
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facing”(Fangfang 249) and kept asking for accountability, the long-held emotions

found its way out in a “sacrilegious” “politically wrong” literary work, targeting it as

a “treacherous” move and a “collusion” with foreign forces.

Therefore, joining the attack against Fangfang was out of the suppressed demand

to wash out humiliation from COVID-19. The epidemic subverted the image of China

for many Chinese people: It exposed numerous fatal problems in the medical system

and local governments; It showed that the socialist administration that many people

had taken pride in actually lacked the ability to coordinate in times of emergency; It

broke the dream of Chinese nationalists that China, in 2020, with its growing

international influence, was an omnipotent, undefeatable superpower. Moreover, the

COVID-19 pandemic was reminiscent of the SARS epidemic in 2003, when China

just entered the WHO two years ago and was struggling in the global arena. It is

obvious that that all these traumatic, embarrassing experiences did not fit the Chinese

national identity in 2020.

Therefore, what was actually written in Fangfang’s Wuhan Diary is not

important; the fact that she critically pointed out the problems of the administration

and documented Wuhan’s traumatic experiences provided enough justification for the

persecution of her. In the next section, I am going to discuss one of the unique

characters in the on-going Internet attack on Fangfang regarding the language that

people used to charge her.
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3.2. Homogenized Internet Language

Wuhan Diary gradually became more controversial as Fangfang’s posting series

drew to an end. However, when news came that the online diary was going to be

published in Germany and the US, Fangfang’s reputation crashed overnight. Yet the

negative comments about Fangfang and Wuhan Diary are astonishingly homogenized.

“Traitor” “America’s dog” “Eating buns made of human blood (chi renxue mantou)”

are the most common language that Chinese netizens love to use. Especially on social

media platforms where people are more likely to be exposed to short posts and

comments, such as Weibo, these tags have become so popular and useful that they

have defined Fangfang’s existence on Chinese social media. Many people who held

negative opinions about Fangfang never thoroughly read Wuhan Diary. They learned

about the incident and Fangfang’s basic information from other Internet users,

borrowed their comments and language, and posted them on other platforms with one

important prerequisite: this is an act of patriotism because Fangfang stands in the

opposite of the people.

Tags and slogans are effective methods for mass communication because they

are the crystal of discourse formation. When mentioned in the context, they signify a

certain discourse, carrying meanings, ideologies, politic stances, etc. Because of their

short length and catchy rhythms, they can spread quickly among the general public

and are likely to be reproduced by anyone who has seen them. What is dangerous

about the spread of the catchwords is that they will eventually reduce the semantic to
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the literal. Because it is easier to use these words in daily communication, people are

then discouraged to incorporate other expressions into their language. Therefore,

driven by human’s innate laziness, many people will choose the shortest, easiest

expressions and skip the step of critical thinking.

Social media only contributes to the reduction to the literal. On the one hand, we

are more distracted than before. Every day, explosive information lures our attention

and propels us to consume it as much as possible, while distilled and shortened

contents like character-limit posts and short videos are designed to take our time as

less as possible. Today’s technology has been catered to our fundamental demands

and our current conditions. As a result, we become more eager to be exposed to new

information and less patient to dig into and study the whole picture. So during public

discussion, we are more likely to take our side without closely examine the incident.

On the other hand, social media is a democratic space which welcomes voices from

all walks of life. Every social media user can post and re-post information. Although

public figures or celebrities start with different followers base, ordinary people’s posts

are also likely to become known and viral. Therefore, anyone’s voice can be heard

and thus documented if articulated on social media platforms. With such a gigantic

user base, public opinions spread and reproduce quickly on the Internet.

In Fangfang’s case, although the nationalist language people use to attack her,

including those denigrating tags such as “traitor” “American’s dog”, were not

invented in the age of the Internet, its revitalization in recent time and political
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climate is largely facilitated by the mediation of the Internet. These language elements

are not simply an outlet of nationalist emotions; Rather, they are signifiers that group

and unite communities. Since the space for ordinary people’s political participation in

China is significantly limited, the only allowed voices are the ones that comply with

the state. The nationalist language thus takes the niche of the lack of political

expressions because they are the rightest, safest words to use. So when a person wants

to express their political stances, he or she will pick up the language that people use to

attack Fangfang; at the same time, when he or she uses language like this, they

consequently align themselves with the nationalist community. Benedict Anderson

formulates his theory of national community with print media; Language, in this case,

is a powerful tool for mobilizing the nation. And the mobilized community

contributes to the homogenized language.

Internet language shares certain characteristics with fangyan, or dialect, although

it is without a fixed territory. Dialect is usually bounded with a specific region and

reflects regional belonging as opposed to a standard, official language. It also

functions as an identification of people who have close association and connection

with this area and the local community (Tam 6). Although the current Chinese

nationalist language facilitated by the Internet does not have fixed physical

boundaries, it nevertheless creates a sense of belonging among the people who

actively use the language and exclude people who shun away from the language.
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3.3 The Infamous “Public Intellectual”

Another label or tag that critics and commentators used to disparage Fangfang is

gongzhi (public intellectual), or even “lao gongzhi” (old public intellectual). Gongzhi,

or public intellectual, is “an intellectual, often a noted specialist in a particular field,

who has become well known to the general public for a willingness to comment on

current affairs”, according to Collins Dictionary. It remains a neutral noun in the

Anglosphere, but the connotation of its Chinese counterpart has undergone major

changes in the past few decades from highly respected to derogatory. On Chinese

social media nowadays, if someone is referred to as “gongzhi”, then he or she is likely

to be considered as “treachery”, “counterrevolutionary”, or “complicit with foreign

forces”. It is not coincidental that the evolution of the meaning of gongzhi is highly

related with the waves of Chinese nationalism in contemporary China. In this section,

I will discuss the evolution of the concept of “public intellectual” in the Chinese

context and how it has played into the discourse of Chinese nationalism.

Public intellectual is not a modern phenomenon in China, as the Confucian

tradition “respecting teachers and valuing education” is ingrained in Chinese society.

Even in imperial courts during ancient times, sovereigns were supposed to be open for

criticism from intellectuals or literati because it was written in the political ethics

(Goldman and Creek 7). This category remained active until the first decades of the

PRC. The 80s and 90s witnessed the revitalization of a new generation of public

intellectuals who were part of the reform process and independent of state
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establishment. Many of them articulated their stances and claims through western

media as China was gradually open to the world, which could be one of the reasons

why people associate public intellectuals with “foreign forces” today.

The term, “gongzhi”, or “gonggong zhishifenzi”, did not gain its publicity until

2004 when Southern People Weekly, a then newly established progressive magazine

sponsored by Southern Daily group, published a cover story titled “Fifty Public

Intellectual who influenced China (yingxiang zhongguo gongong zhishifenzi wushi

ren”). The article listed fifty influential public intellectuals from different fields,

including economists, historians, writers, artists, scientists. Most people mentioned in

the article were academics or professionals. But the category of gongzhi soon

expanded in the next few years. Starting from 2004, blog platforms began to spring on

Chinese Internet, such as Sino Blog, Sohu Blog, and 163blog. These blog sites

facilitated public discussion and opened opportunities for ordinary people to articulate

their opinions and thoughts. Popular topics on these blogs included public incidents

and emergencies, which usually generated critical comments of the authority. The

most famous blogs thus belonged to the commentators who closely followed social

events, such as Han Han and Li Chengpeng, both of which entered the public sphere

as writers. These social critics then joined the group of gongzhi, and this title began to

overshadow their previous professions.

In 2009, Sino Weibo, the Chinese version of Twitter, was launched, which

completely changed the landscape of Chinese Internet in the next decades. The
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barricade of public discussion was again removed for ordinary people, who enjoyed

better freedom of speech and were willing to participate in discussions. The Wenzhou

train collision in 2011 was the peak of public discussion, which was critical of the

government. People voiced their anger and criticism of government cover-up and

demanded transparency and accountability. Because public intellectuals usually stood

with and spoke for the people, this group also gained public trust and credibility

during that time.

Since 2012, the reputation of gongzhi began to decline. One of the reasons could

be the sheer size of the group meant that not all of them were qualified to

communicate with or educate the general public. They were gradually excluded from

the community of leading thinkers as their influences died off. Another reason is the

state’s tightening policies, which was also related to the rise of nationalism and

consequently the declining tolerance for criticism. Later, the concept of gongzhi

evolved into a discourse that is bonded with Chinese nationalism and patriotism.

Gongzhi shifted from a neutral word into a derogatory one, which describes public

intellectuals who gain fame by denigrating China and are possibly sponsored by

western countries.

In his 2018 essay “Withering Gongzhi: Cyber Criticism of Chinese Public

Intellectuals”, Rongbin Han summarizes several features of Chinese Internet users’

perceptions of public intellectuals. He contends that nationalism is one of the crucial

driving forces of hate towards Gongzhi. Although many public intellectuals are
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nationalistic themselves, they are still persecuted because they often question the

legitimacy of utilizing popular nationalism for political agenda and voice different

different opinions from popular nationalism. But it is obvious that netizens are

inclined to conflate non-mainstream expressions of nationalism with anti-China

sentiments. For a large number of patriotic netizens, “many public intellectuals are

overly pro-Western, to the extent that they have become foreign surrogates or

self-haters, especially given their institutional, financial, and ideational ties with the

West”(Han 1977).

Fangfang is representative of the public intellectuals mentioned above. In an

interview with “Scholar”, Fangfang talked about her understanding of the influence of

Wuhan Diary. She said that “but I don’t have tensions with the nation. My book will

only help the nation because I wrote about the details of how Hubei Province

efficiently dealt with the outbreak after the change of its officials. I wrote about

Fangcang Shelter Hospitals, government officials who worked on frontline, and most

importantly, contributions of medical workers, volunteers, and construction workers

and the rest nine million Wuhan residents.[...]There is a plenty of outbreak control

experience in my book. We can promote our experience to the world with the oversea

publication of the book.” In the translator’s afterwords of Wuhan Diary, Michael

Berry, who initiated the translation project and translated the original text into English,

reflected that “Her cries needed to be heard around the world, both as a personal

testament to the horrors the people of Wuhan were enduring and as a warning of what
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might come to the world if precautions were not taken. So, instead of weaponizing

Wuhan Diary, I instead felt the pressing need for the United States, and the world for

that matter, to learn from Fang Fang” (364-365). However, their intentions were

completely misunderstood by their angry readership. Contrary to Fangfang’s idea to

make known the lessons learned by China, they focused on her criticism of and

reflections on the government, with which many people could resonate in the early

days of the epidemic.

When China began to construct its new image in the second decade of the

twenty-first century, gongzhi as the most visible and active social actors were the first

to be targeted primarily not by the state but by the millions of Chinese Internet users.

Nevertheless, in the middle of the fire against public intellectuals, the authoritarian

regime benefited the most from the self-mobilized patriotic citizens, among which

stand “Little Pink(xiao fenhong)”, “voluntary Fifty-cent army (ziganwu)”, and “wolf

warriors (zhanlang)”. Han concludes his article that Chinese netizens may have

“defended the regime more effectively than the state has” because of the ability of the

Internet culture to reproduce and disseminate. These netizens thus indirectly add to

the “authoritarian resilience”(Han 1980).

3.4 On “Correct Collective Memory”

China bounced back to its normality both in terms of daily life and national

narrative in three months due to its successful yet costly control of the outbreak. As

the epidemic was gradually contained in China, its narrative about the “fight” against
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COVID-19 accordingly evolved into a new one. On June 7th, 2020, in response to

criticism against Beijing’s opacity and misinformation about the novel coronavirus,

China's State Council Information Office released a white paper titled "Fighting

COVID-19: China in Action.", which included a day-to-day timeline from December

27, 2019 to May 27, 2020 about China’s response to the epidemic. On the next day,

Ministry of Foreign Affairs Spokesperson Hua Chunying was questioned about that

reported. She responded that “China issued the white paper not to defend itself, but to

keep a record. The history of the combat against the pandemic should not be tainted

by lies and misleading information; it should be recorded with the correct collective

memory of all mankind”(China Digital Times).

In fact, this is not the first time when the narrative “collective memory” in the

epidemic appeared in public space. Fangfang had encouraged Wuhan locals to

document their experience in the outbreak and lockdown in one of her diary entries,

“At the same time, I recommend that all people in Wuhan who have writing skills start
recording everything they have seen, heard, experienced, and felt since January. [...] Let all
of us in Wuhan leave behind a collective memory of what happened. I promise to do my part
in contributing whatever help I can muster to support this cause.”(249-250)

The report, “Fighting COVID-19: China in Action” solidified the authority of

state accounts which centered on the contributions that China had made to humanity

in the epidemic (Xinhuanet). At the same time, it ignored and eliminated critical

self-reflection or the lessons learned from the epidemic. The narrative of “CORRECT

collective memory”, which can be seen as a state response to dissonant voices

regarding the epidemic represented by Fangafng, purposefully ignored individual
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experience and silenced individual voices, forcing the mass majority of Chinese

people to remember the state approved narrative and identify with the image that the

state created in fighting COVID-19.

The idea “collective memory” was first proposed by Maurice Halbwachs in 1925.

In On Collective Memory, Halbwachs proposes that “our conceptions of the past are

affected by the mental images we employ to solve present problems, so that collective

memory is essentially a reconstruction of the past in the light of the present” (30).

Memory is sustained with collective sources by certain moral and social groups. It has

to be based on the what has happened in the past, but it is open to rewrite and revise

for the next generation. Therefore, collective memory serves as a mediation which

channels the past and present and guides the future. History is essentially the

interpretation of the past rather than the sheer facts and happenings. On the one hand,

it reflects the continuity of time; On the other, it is subjected to change.

The collective memory that the Chinese government brought up at the end of

Wuhan’s outbreak not only required collective yet unified sources that accorded with

those of the authority; it also dictated what was correct and what was wrong. The

opposite of the “correct collective memory” that was mentioned in Hua’s answer is

“lies and misinformation”. Although she did not specify them in her response, it was

clear that whatever that is incompatible with the official account was deemed

factitious and malicious, including voices within and beyond the border. Yet, is the

“correct collective memory” a faithful record of the history? Is it exempted from
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reinterpretation, recreation, or reexamination? Is it impartial enough to serve

“humanity’s” good?

What is more interesting is that thirty years ago before the idea of collective

memory was brought up, Ernest Renan had stated on the importance of forgetting in

nationhood building. In his essay “What is a Nation?” He contends that "Forgetting, I

would even go so far as to say historical error, is a crucial factor in the creation of a

nation, which is why progress in historical studies often constitutes a danger for [the

principle of] nationality”(11). He then goes on explaining that violence is usually

inevitable in any political formations because brutality is always the way to create

unity, so it is important to forget about the wrongs and cruelty when a nation is

forming. Therefore, the members in each distinct nation will share many common

memories; at the same time, they will collectively forget about certain episodes of

history.

What is lost in the official narrative of the fight against COVID is the anger,

agony, fears, helplessness that millions of people encountered in the darkest days. The

violence that the outbreak had done to people was no more harmful that the violence

that the state had cast on its citizens. The tragedies and sorrow were soothed out in the

self-praises and propaganda, advertising the efficiency of the administration and the

country.

Li Wenliang, one of the whistle blowers of COVID-19 who received a written

warning from the local police for “disseminating untrue statement”, was an active
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user of Weibo before he passed away in February 2020 due to COVID-19. After his

death, people flooded into his Weibo comment sections, remembering him. Soon, his

Weibo became a wailing wall where people commemorate the past ones in the

outbreak. As time goes on, more people begin to document their lives in the comment

sections. They talk about their everyday encounters to Dr. Li as if he were still alive,

reporting the details that they might not want to share with other friends or

acquaintances. Although Sino has disabled view by post popular comments and

stopped showing the exact number of comments, people keep holding onto the old

memories and adding new ones into the wailing wall.

Li Wenliang’s weibo represents the resistance to the narrative of a unified,

homogenized, national memory. The constantly updated wailing wall is a reminder

that as individuals, people will not forget about their own experiences and knowledge.

Contrary to the slang “The Internet has no memory (hulianwang meiyou jiyi)” which

usually refers to the fact that hypes on the Internet never last long, each Internet user

will remember their own encounters. When those who share the same memories

gather around a certain virtual space, they form communities and generate unique

senses of belonging. The “correct collective memory” thus ends where individual

memories convene.

3.5 “The Ugly Family Business that cannot be Told”

In the first chapter, I examined role that the continuity of family, nation, and

tianxia plays in the formation of Chinese world vision proposed by Xu Jilin. Family
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(jia), as the fundamental unit of Chinese society, has a significant impact on how

Chinese people identify with any kind of communities. For example, children are

taught to love their school as they love their family. In construction of national

identity, the nation is naturally imagined as a big “family” that every Chinese is

included. Bloodline is subsequently replaced by shared culture, history, and political

ideologies.

Thus, when Chinese people notice that the image of their nation is being

challenged, the metaphor of “family” reemerges without doubt. For many of

Fangfang’s attackers, what she essentially did was revealing “the family’s dirty

laundry” to the world, which is in violation of the principle as stated in the old saying,

“the ugly family business should not be told (jiachou buneng waiyang)”.

Underlying the assumption is a painful acknowledgment of the ugly truth - that

“we” (“we” as “China”) made unforgivable mistakes in the outbreak; that “we” did

something that damaged “our” image as a powerful, strong nation; that the ugly truth

could be the Achilles' Heel that “our” enemies take advantage of. However, “jiachou”

is not a fixed idea. The ugly truth only becomes ugly when people think it is ugly and

humiliating; otherwise it is just truth, which can’t be redone or rewritten into the

“correct collective memories”.

The definition of jia, or “family”, needs to be given for the deconstruction of the

concept “shameful family business”. As discussed in the first chapter, family is a

powerful metaphor in Chinese political culture. Guo, is an enlarged family, in which
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the monarch is the patriarch. The imagination continued to the contemporary when

Chinese people are associated with each other through blood line—the Descendants

of Yanhuang. However, family is also set against what is not included in the family.

In this case, western powers become what Chinese people set themselves against with.

Therefore, the boundary of nation, culture, and ideology is foregrounded in the

structure: “We”, the Chinese people, are families living under the same “roof” of

China. “Our” common goal or ethical principle is to maintain “our” family’s image,

which is supposed to be strong, grandeur, and impeccable. “You”, the West, who has

already held malicious assumptions and opinions about “us”, are always ready to

consume “our” weaknesses, using them to taint our image, damage our progress in

“our” own way of modernization, and compromise “our” national solidarity.

However, in the middle of a global pandemic, is it possible to draw a clear line

between “us” and “them”? With the increased circulation of humans around the globe,

every country and every continent is going to be influenced by a contagious

respiratory disease. This is the moment when corporation across the humanity is most

needed to contain the spread of the virus, find effective cure and treatment, and

develop and distribute vaccine. The world can be divided in every possible way -

political system, ideology, culture, history, ethnography, but the virus can travel

without a passport. As long as it attacks human bodies, no country is spared from the

destiny. Meanwhile, sharing information and experience with other country is also

important to prevent repeating tragedies. Therefore, lessons can be learned,
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experience can be shared, and voices can be heard to manage the global pandemic

through corporations.

Therefore, the idea of “family” is not legitimate in the context of a global

pandemic. On the one hand, the “ugly” truth is still the truth, no matter how people

understand it or interpret it. The lives that were taken and the sufferings that were

inflicted on the families in Wuhan’s early outbreak are the eternal trauma of the

nation. Denial either at state or individual level will not erase that page as it has

happened and will be remembered by individuals. On the other hand, the ugly truth is

not an internal or domestic affair. Humans are now living in the moment of a global

pandemic, and only with solidarity can humans eradicate the virus and the deadly ills

it brings to the world. Never than ever are the urgency and necessity of transnational

cooperation and assistance needed. If “we” only focus on “our” country’s reputation

and image and are happy about what “we” have achieved, “we” will lose the war in

the long run.

To conclude, the danger of the family metaphor lies in that it blurs the boundary

between personal sentiments and political participation. Intimacy with the nation,

which manifests in familial terms, inevitably affects one’s judgment when it comes to

international confrontations or corporations. When the narrative of family dominates

the imagination of the nation, truth and reality can be sacrificed to sustain the

legitimacy of the “family”.
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4. Conclusion

I began the project as a way to understand the possibility and boundaries of

narrating contemporary Chinese story. Who is entitled to document collective

memories? What language is allowed in the narration? What role has technology,

such as the Internet and social media, played in shaping and reshaping the narrative?

Is there “right” or “wrong” in telling the story/stories of China?

After examining history, political campaigns, public sentiments, and influences

of the Internet, I find that the construction of national identity is an important driving

force behind Chinese society, in which nationalism is both hypervisible and invisible

at the same time.

In a study of Han nationalism titled More Than a Category: Han Supremacism

on the Chinese Internet, James Leibold summarizes that “as a cultural sentiment,

nationalism seeks to identify where the lines of the community stop”(559). Drawing

boundaries is an important expression of nationalism. However, as Leibold suggests,

boundary-making is never “static, single-layered, or uni-dimensional”. The existing

nationalist dichotomies in contemporary Chinese society include “foreigners vs

Chinese”, “Han Chinese vs ethnic minorities”, and what I have discussed in the

previous chapters, “public intellectuals (gongzhi) vs populism (Little Pink/Wolf

Warriors). Each of these binaries constructs a unique Chinese identity that represents

the imaginations from different groups of Chinese population.

In the book China’s New Nationalism, Peter Hays Gries cites Elie Kedourie’s
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definition of nationalism when studying Chinese nationalism from a social

psychological approach. Nationalism “is very much a matter of one’s self-view, of

one’s estimation of oneself and one’s place in the world”. He then defines national

identity as the “aspect of individuals’ self-image that is tied to their nation, together

with the value and emotional significance they attach to membership in the national

community”. Nationalism thus represents the efforts to “restore, maintain, or

advance” the public images of the national community(9). “Self-image” is a

subjective construct that is free of restrictions, bordering on fantasy. These

self-interpretations of and impressions on the nation constitute an array of national

identities, about which I am going to discuss following the two case studies in the

thesis.

The national identity that Li Ziqi’s Chinese followers hold on to is embedded in

an anti-modern, neo-traditional fantasy. Li Ziqi attracts her audience with misplaced

temporality and spaciality—a young, single Chinese woman living a pristine,

self-sustaining lifestyle in the mountains of rural Sichuan Province, China. She cooks

traditional Chinese cuisine, lives in traditional southern Chinese dwellings, dresses

herself in traditional Han Chinese clothing, and films and posts videos that document

her traditional lifestyle on both Chinese and global social media platforms. Her global

audience is attracted by her peaceful, simple life and the environment she lives in,

while her Chinese audience are amazed by how effective her videos are in exporting

traditional Chinese culture to the world. The official Weibo account of CCTV
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comments on Li Ziqi with great respect, saying that “although there is not a single

word in her videos that explicitly praises China, she can still show the superiority of

Chinese culture and introduce the story of China to the world. Let’s learn from Li

Ziqi’s love for her life and become a confident and proud Chinese!”

But what exactly is the national identity that is formed in her videos? A research

paper on the influence of Li Ziqi’s videos on reshaping and exporting Chinese culture

by Hui Yang contends that “How to dismantle the stereotypes of China formulated by

western cultural hegemony and established the real image of China has been an

important topic in international communication. Popular culture represented by Li

Ziqi’s videos provides diverse methods in culture export, helps to reshape national

identity and reinforce cultural confidence, and set a good example for other social

media professionals”(105). Yang emphasizes the creativity of Li Ziqi, implicating that

her influence may to some extent surpass that of state propaganda. Yang also

mentions that Li Ziqi’s videos have reshaped the Chinese national identity, an identity

that is based on traditional Chinese culture and its revitalization. That China is bathed

in the aura of “traditions”, old, rural, free of modern ills, a continuous civilization that

was unparalleled in pre-modern times.

However, the China that Li Ziqi’s nationalist followers imagine is quite different

from the China that Fangfang’s attackers imagine. In the early spring of 2020,

Chinese author Fangfang started an online diary documenting her witness and critique

during the COVID-19 lockdown in Wuhan. Her diary received more controversies
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towards the end of the outbreak, and its overseas publication even caused a cyber

attack against Fangfang herself. Angry commentators accused Fangfang of “fueling

anti-China sentiments of western imperial powers” by debunking the “shameful

family business of China”. They tagged her with derogatory labels like “traitors”

“America’s dog”, and “public intellectuals”, saying that she was colluding with

western powers at this critical moment when China needed a positive image the most.

Although many of them had never thoroughly read Wuhan Diary and learned

everything about Fangfang online, they were very certain about her political stance,

her political affiliation, and her motive of writing.

This incident demonstrates the influence of the Internet on producing and

reproducing nationalist sentiments. Trendy words on the Internet, although many of

them were not invented recently yet made their way back to Chinese Internet lingua

franca (i,e “traitors”, “eating buns made with human blood”, “gongzhi”), show their

powerful ability to mobilize people and generate senses of belonging. At the same

time, the mobilized mass driven by nationalist emotions adopt these expressions and

eventually homogenize the language and the narrative.

The Wuhan outbreak started with eight doctors or “whistleblowers” who

cautioned their friends and families in private about the danger of the novel

coronavirus but received administrative punishment for “disseminating untrue

statements” from the government in the beginning of 2020. It ended with a

government white paper praising China’s efforts in fighting the virus and the narrative
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of “correct collective memory” in response to “lies and information”. Who has the

right to document, narrate, and commemorate the epidemic became a central

contention in the aftermath. However, behind the battle between the authority, its

supporters and the dissent are conflicting opinions about the image of China in the

second decade of the twenty-first century. As Perry Link suggests in, the younger

generations of Chinese living in the urban area in the twenty-first century have grown

more “materialistic, nationalist, and aggressive” in contrast with the fascination with

western life and values of the generation that grew up in the 80s (28). The China that

the new generation of nationalist Chinese have imaged is a modern, global leader

whose socioeconomic and political systems are much more advanced than those of its

western rivals. That China is a product as well as a driver of modernity.

Both of the national identities pursed by Li Ziqi’s followers and Fangfang’s

attackers center on the idea of modernity. However, they are quite different in terms

of what modernity represents in their constructions. What accounts for the dichotomy

in contemporary Chinese society? Why does the nation have such a split view of

modernity? I argue that it is an ingrained disbelief and hence the resistance of the

“westernness” of modernity. In terms of foreign relations and affairs in ancient times,

the Celestial Empire was always at the center of the tributary system. Although the

Hua-yi distinction was culturally inclusive, the superiority of Chinese civilization was

undeniable. However, the Sinocentric imagination was challenged by western powers

and civilizations in modern times, resulting in the foundation of a Chinese nation-state.
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Driven by the law of jungle, the pursuit of this newly emerged state shifted from

civilization-oriented to state-oriented. It is the shift that caused the confusion about

the Sinocentric Chinese civilization and western modernity. The animosity against the

West, which manifests itself in nationalism, is not only a response to “a hundred years

of humiliation in modern Chinese history (bainizhichi)” but the questioning of its

superiority and hegemony.

I would like to end this thesis with one of my inspirations for the research project.

“Surplus Value (shengyu jiazhi)” was a popular Chinese podcast founded by three

female media professionals in 2019. On February 19, 2020, they posted the 51st

episode titled “Plague, language, and the concrete individual: A Chat with Historian

Luo Xin”, in which they critically examined the COIVD-19 lockdown in China and

shared their opinions about nationalism, language contamination, and other existing

social ills. In the following week, this episode was banned on all of their Chinese

platform. By the end of February, the podcast “Surplus Value” had disappeared from

Chinese Internet. The incident inspired me to look into the narrowing space for public

discussion in China.

However, “Surplus Value” soon reinvented itself. On March 26, 2020, the three

hosts from “Surplus Value” came back with a brand new podcast: “Stochastic

Volatility (suiji bodong)”. They continued their discussions on popular culture,

literature, feminism, and social events. On December 23, 2020, “Stochastic

Volatility” was awarded “New media of the Year” by a renowned Chinese magazine,
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New Weekly. The magazine commented that “With their voices, (Stochastic

Volatility) constructs a utopia of new cultural and intellectual sphere beyond visual

media.”

In spite of the domination of nationalism as an ideology in contemporary China,

efforts to enable genuine, critical public discussions and diverse ways to narrate

contemporary China never stop. Reading the concluding lines of Fangfang’s Wuhan

Diary,

“I have already fought that beautiful battle;

I have already completed my course;

And I have stood by every truth I believe in.” (354)

I can see that there have been and will be people fighting in the battle, continuing the

course, and standing with the truth.
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